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has to do is to reduce the number of divisions that he considers
necessary to meet the war need. Thus, all we are able to say, as
he said the other day, is that " All is proceeding according to
schedule." He has the advantage, perhaps, of what we might call
a double sliding-scale. The schedule is unknown, and so also are
the standards towards which it is working. But these are grim
times, and it is no time for the kind of rigmarole responses we had
at Question Time yesterday in answer to vital questions.
We are now in the third year of openly avowed rearmament.
Why is it, if all is going well, there are so many deficiencies ? Why,
for instance, are the Guards drilling with flags instead of machine-
guns ? Why is it that our small Territorial Army is in a rudimentary
condition f Is that all according to schedule ? Why should it be,
when you consider how small are our forces ? Why should it be
impossible to equip the Territorial Army simultaneously with the
Regular Army ? It would have been a paltry task for British
industry, which is more flexible and more fertile than German
industry in every sphere except munitions. We have for generations
competed successfully on even terms, and even adverse terms, in
the markets of the world. If Germany is able to produce in these
three years equipment and armament of every kind for its Air Force
and for sixty or seventy divisions of the Regular Army, how is it
that we have been unable to furnish our humble, modest military
forces with what is necessary ? If you had given the contract to
Selfridge or to the Army and Navy Stores, I believe that you
would have had the stuff to-day.
These deficiencies of every kind, which are patent, and clearly
can be seen by anyone, and are certainly known abroad, touch a
more crucial point when we come to the subject which has been
touched upon by all speakers to-day, namely, that of anti-aircraft
defence. The other day the Secretary of State for War was asked
about the anti-aircraft artillery. He seemed entirely contented
with the position. The old 3-inch guns of the Great War, he said,
had been modernised, and deliveries of the newer guas—and there
is more than one type of newer gun—were proceeding <c in advance
of schedule." But what is the schedule f If your schedule
prescribes a delivery of half a dozen, ten, a dozen, twenty, or
whatever it may be, guns per month, no doubt that may easily be
up to schedule and easily be in advance of it. But what is the
adequacy of such a schedule to our needs f A year ago I reminded
the House of the published progress of Germany in anti-aircraft
artillery—thirty regiments of twelve batteries each of mobile
artillery alone, aggregating something between, one thousand two
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